



Who might work with whom? Deconstructing restraints of 
























































































For me it’s not just about being Pākehā …its also about being middle class Pākehā, and educated 















  Interpretations 
 











And so to be, for me to be a Pakeha New Zealander has been a quite a learning process as to what 





I really struggle in my work with young Maori males. Because .. I have this fear that I can’t meet their 
need and part of me says well actually .. that’s not necessarily true, and part of me thinks, that they 
need strong role models. You know that, that whole discourse about strong Maori role models rather 












































[I] have had a few more thoughts on discourses and positionings that I am experiencing. 
In the context of working with young Maori men, I think there has been for me a very strong 
"culturally appropriate" discourse operating … This discourse assumes that "like working with like" is 






 The "counsellor" discourse has been supported in my thinking about my early experiences teaching, 
where I have struggled to connect with some young Maori men. At the time I thought "They don't 
respect Pakeha women", now I'm more likely to think that there was something in my approach that 
didn't connect with them - hence leading to blocks in respect going both ways in the relationship. 







 Another discourse also supporting this .. has its basis somewhere in gender/psychology/education 
thinking - that boys like to be active and do things, rather than sit around. I have interpreted this as 
'an adventure therapy - type hands on approach' is more appropriate with young men. However, on 
thinking about this further, perhaps a 'both/and' approach is more useful. Adventure therapy/hands 
on may be appropriate for some people in some contexts, and so also may sitting in a counselling 
room having a conversation. (Ann first online reflection) 
“Both/and” is an analysis of the limiting effects of a discursive position that she had been 
subjected by and this analysis offers her agency in a way that  “'an adventure therapy ‐ type 
hands on approach' is more appropriate with young men” discourse does not.  




I had a really interesting conversation with a year nine boy who had been sent... I was asked to see 
[him] because he’s so naughty and he’s you know heading up there as one of the ones …  He’s 






So I thought to have a conversation with him about .. what’s it been like to come to this school?   
What’s it been like for you to come in here with the other kids?  What are the kind of things that the 









Because .. we talked about [what it is] to be a young Maori boy.  The other kids.  There’s a lot of 
gang influences and they get called into that. They get called into being staunch and being tough 
and having to do things.  
So I said: ‘Well do you notice that with the Pakeha kids?’.  
He said ‘no’.  
 ‘Do you notice it with the girls?’     










…. I wanted to offer him space to explore what it is like for him at the school. To identify some of the 
influences/discourses that might be impacting on him and others that students experience and 
teachers may not see. In identifying these discourses he would then be able to move into a more 
agentic position in response to them. The strong discourse that has come through for him, has been  
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having to "prove myself" to his peers - and how that has been limited to practices of violence, rather 








"Males need strong role models" - Is also associated with one of "young male Maori need male 
Maori to work with them", and "boys need active, adventure type therapy -not sitting talking". 
When I think of the first discourse, it immediately conjurs up the second two as well. I think on 
looking at them, the "not" phrase in the last discourse listed brings into relief the implicit "not" in the 
other two. I.e.: 
"Males need strong role modes NOT soft women" 
"Young male Maori need male Maori to work with them NOT middle-aged Pakeha women" 
"Boys need active, adventure type therapy NOT sitting talking [like I offer]". 
 
I have commented on the allies to this discourse first, because it brings the others with it, and they 
all offered me positions which I chose not to take up at that time, but have been invited into in the 
past. At the time I talked about in our meeting, I was able to decline a non-agentive positioning by 
broadening the scope of the discourse from a purely binary positioning (either/or) to a both/and 
discourse. So for example: 
"Males need strong role models AND women can show strength AND males also need softer role 
models AND role models are found in many places which counselling can identify ..." 
"Young male Maori need male Maori to work with them AND middle-aged Pakeha women can also 
offer something as well" 
"Boys need active, adventure type therapy AND talking therapy can also be helpful AND both kinds 
of therapy have their place". 
 
So the way of declining limiting positions in this instance was not so much to argue against them and 
try to negate those positions, but to accept that the discourses may have a partial validity and then 
add to them by noticing other positions that may offered (I'm sure if I thought longer and harder I'd 
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